
Village of Cold Spring
Zoning Board of Appeals

85 Main Street, Cold Spring, N.Y. 10516

May 19, 2022

Resolution 2022-01 — DRAFT
IN  THE  MATTER  OF  THE  APPLICATION  OF

Julian Cornwell, 20 Rock Street
for construction of a six-foot fence in a side yard

Whereas  Julian Cornwell owns real  property at  20 Rock Street,  Cold Spring (R-1 zoning
district), also identified as tax map parcel no. 48.12-2-41;

Whereas Julian  Cornwell applied  to  the  Village  of  Cold Spring Building  Department  for  a
permit to construct a six-foot fence in a side yard at 20 Rock Street;

Whereas the Village of Cold Spring Code Enforcement Officer issued a  referral (2022-03-
001)  directing  Julian  Cornwell to  seek  from  the  Zoning  Board  of  Appeals  (ZBA)  a
variance from §42-3.H(2) in the Village Code;

Whereas Julian Cornwell’s application to the ZBA, being a request for an  area variance for a
one-family residence, is a Type II action under 6 NYCRR Part 617 and therefore requires
no review under the State Environmental Quality Review Act;

Whereas the ZBA held a workshop (on April 7, 2022) and a public hearing (on April 21, 2022)
on the request by videoconference;

Whereas the ZBA received no public comments on the application;
Whereas any ZBA is required to grant the minimum variance necessary to afford adequate relief

to the applicant;
Whereas the ZBA finds that  granting the variance would create a slight undesirable change in

the character of the neighborhood or detriment to nearby properties, although the harmful
effects are mitigated by the presence of other six-foot fences in side yards on the street and
by the pleasing consistency of making the fence along the easterly side of uniform height;
the harmful effects could be reduced further, without much compromise to the applicant’s
goals, if the leg of the fence parallel to Rock Street was limited to four feet;

Whereas  the  ZBA  finds  that the  applicant  can  obtain  the  desired  benefit  (screening  of  the
commercial traffic in an adjacent driveway and parking lot)  by other feasible means not
requiring a variance: namely, planting a hedge, although board members noted that a hedge
is  not  a  perfect  substitute  and  that  the  ZBA  has  not  customarily  disallowed  fence
applications solely because of a possible hedge alternative;

Whereas  the ZBA finds that the requested variance is moderately substantial: the increase in
height from four feet to six feet is a fifty percent increase, but the subjective effect of it is
less drastic;

Whereas the ZBA finds that granting the variance would have no adverse effect on the physical
or environmental conditions in the neighborhood;
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Whereas the ZBA finds that the alleged difficulty is self-created; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the ZBA grants only part of the requested variance. The fence in the side yard
consists of two straight segments, joined at an approximate right angle. The segment that
runs  approximately  parallel  to  the  side  property  line  may  be up  to  six  feet  in  height,
whereas the segment that runs approximately parallel to Rock Street (including the gate
next to the house) must conform to §42-3.H(2) and be no more than four feet in height.

A motion to adopt Resolution 2022-01 was made by ___, seconded by ___, and approved by ___
on May 19, 2022.

Eric Wirth
Chair, Zoning Board of Appeals
Dated: ___
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